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Primary P1-P4: Exploring English and other languages

What will you find in this booklet?

Introduction to the European Music Portfolio
This section explains the innovations and aims of the
European Music Portfolio project.

Connecting music and language using the EMP-L
This section contains a brief summary of the
interrelationship between music and language. It
highlights how the four capacities of the Curriculum
for Excellence, intercultural, motivational, and
cognitive aspects of learning, as well as communication
skills and language awareness, can be supported by
creative musical activities.

Explanation of the activity grid and
the ten EMP-L activities
This section shows the structure of the
activity grid for integrating musical
activities with language learning. The
remainder of this booklet provides ten
EMP-L activities suitable for Primary P1P4, along with ideas and suggestions for
how to adapt and create your own
activities.
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Introduction to the European Music Portfolio
The primary aim of the European Music Portfolio: A Creative Way into
Languages (EMP-L) project is to empower teachers to support modern
language learning by emphasising the profound interrelationship between
music and language. The project also aims to provide young learners in
Europe with enjoyable and motivating first experiences in learning a
foreign language.
This booklet offers a brief overview of the much more extensive
Teacher’s
Handbook,
available
on
the
EMP-L
website
at
www.emportfolio.eu/emp. The content of this booklet is adapted for the
education system in Scotland and describes how the EMP-L activities can
help support holistic learning, the experiences and outcomes and the four
capacities of the Curriculum for Excellence.

Connecting music and language using the EMP-L
Musical activities and games can reinforce authentic language material,
motivating learners to engage in enjoyable repetition of songs, for
example, which in turn can enhance memory for new language sounds and
structures. The designers of the EMP-L propose that language and music
activities have the potential to support each other through the
development of specific skills and understanding in: oracy, pronunciation,
communication, listening and understanding, reading, speaking, writing,
language awareness, inter- and intra-cultural awareness and creative
thinking.
The extended Teacher’s Handbook (available on the EMP website at
www.emportfolio.eu/emp) describes a range of current thinking and
scientific evidence regarding the potential for musical learning to support
language skills. New ideas from students and teachers are always valuable
too. Here we include two diagrams that can be used simply to stimulate
reflection on, and discussion of, the range of similarities and differences
between music and language learning experiences.
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EMP Final Statement for Scotland

Diagrams for Reflection and Discussion

It’s been a journey, it’s been lovely, we’ve worked very hard to make some

great products, we’ve been disseminating and promoting the EMP project at

Diagram 1. EMP-L activities can be situated within music and
conferences, and we’re planning to work with even more local authorities.
language learning environments in a variety of different contexts and
cultures.

Context and Culture

Context and Culture

Language
Learning

EMP-L

Music
Learning

Language
Learning

EMP-L

Music
Learning

Diagram 2. Model of a Cycle of Perception, Cognition, Emotion and
Experiences for an Individual in a Society
(Based on Alfred Lang’s Circle of Semiotic Functions, 1993)

Individual
Mental processes (feeling,
thinking, memory, etc.)

Expression (voice, body,
pencil, ICT, etc.)

Perception (eye, ear,
body, etc.)

Cultural processes (events,
objects, environment, etc.)

Society and World
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Supporting the Curriculum for Excellence
The Curriculum for Excellence encourages the integration of different
learning areas. The EMP-L activities can thus be used to contribute to
development into successful learners, confident individuals, responsible
citizens and effective contributors in music (Expressive Arts) and
language (English and Languages), as well as cross-theme experiences and
outcomes (Literacy and ICT).
Another component of the Curriculum for Excellence is reflection on
learning. In addition to the EMP-L activities, we have created a bank of
Pupil’s Portfolio cards, which are designed to help children reflect on
their musical learning and experiences (see the Teacher’s Guide to the
Pupil’s Portfolio for more details about this resource and how to use it.)
Each of the ten EMP-L activities in this booklet can be linked to specific
experiences and outcomes within the Curriculum for Excellence. The
Pupil’s Portfolio teacher’s cards contain further ideas and opportunities
for supporting children in reflecting on and building up their knowledge in
music and language. The teacher’s cards also outline ways to develop
children’s intercultural awareness and understanding, as well as learning
strategies. Many additional example activities are also accessible through
the EMP-L website:
www.emportfolio.eu

Using the EMP-L activities creatively
The ten sample activities in this booklet and in the booklet for Primary
P5-P7 are presented in a non-hierarchical way for teachers to use in the
manner that will fit best into their own curriculum. Teachers should feel
flexible in the way they use these materials, being guided by the age,
abilities and interests of their pupils, as well as curricular requirements.
Although there is a description of how to teach each of these EMP-L
activities, they should be considered as suggested starting points for fun
and creative adaptation, and not as ‘recipes’ to be followed every time.

Feedback on the EMP-L activities
The EMP-L project partners welcome your ideas for new activities or for
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improving the existing activities, for example, by creating new
worksheets or adapting an activity to teach another language. At the back
of this booklet, a blank activity grid is provided where you can record
your own ideas. You can provide feedback about the Teacher’s Booklet or
send ideas for developing the activities and Pupil’s Portfolio cards
through this link:
http://empimhsd.blogspot.com/2011/03/feedback-about-teachers-handbook.html

For any activity you use, we would welcome the following feedback:
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•

General Comments

•

Adaptations – How was the activity carried out? How was the
activity adjusted for the educational needs of the class?

•

Learner Reactions – What reactions did the children have during
the activity? Did any of the children lead or adapt the activity
during the lesson or afterward? Did the activity help pupils achieve
any of the four capacities of the Curriculum for Excellence?

•

Creativity – To what extent did you feel comfortable to be
creative in extending the activity, or letting the children do so?

•

Musical Learning – Do you think this activity is valuable for
children’s musical learning goals, such as developing instrumental or
vocal performance skills, improvisation and composition, music
terminology, or technology?

•

Language Learning – Do you think this activity is valuable for
children’s language learning goals, such as listening, speaking,
reading or writing skills, vocabulary, grammar, language awareness
and knowledge about language, or intercultural knowledge?

•

Documentation and Reflection – How have you or your pupils
documented, recorded, or reflected on this activity and their
learning (e.g., photos, drawings, audio or video recordings for ‘My
Musical Treasure’ or ‘My Music Journal’ cards of the Pupil’s
Portfolio)?

•

Teamwork – To what extent did you invite other teachers in the
school to be involved in the activity (e.g., the classroom teacher, a
specialist music or language teacher)?

•

Mixed Groups – To what extent was the activity useful for
teaching and learning in mixed classes (e.g., learners with special
needs, working with an extracurricular music or language club)?
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•

Motivation and Emotion – What was the motivational impact of the
activity, personally or for the children’s motivation and emotions?

The activity grid and the ten EMP-L activities
The activity grid below shows how teachers and schools can index their
favourite activities that integrate musical activities (far left column) with
educational objectives in language learning (top row). The following page is a
summary ‘snapshot’ of the ten EMP-L activities, which are then presented
in the rest of this booklet. Many of the sample materials are in English, but
for primary P5-P7 there are adaptations for other languages, including
French, German and Spanish.
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Primary P1-P4 Activities: Exploring English and other languages
Musical activity
category

Brief Description of Activity

1. Rhythmic
vocalisation

Tak Tak

2. Singing

Ana Bella

This rhythm game can be played with different English rhymes,
syllables, new words, or song verses, and can be directly linked with
literacy.

This Romanian song helps children to learn a few simple words and
expand their language awareness.
3. Body percussion

Body percussion
This flexible body percussion activity can be linked with English
learning by introducing new words and rhyming phrases.
E.g., | x x
x-x
x | x x
x
x |
‘Hello, how are you?’ ‘I’m fine, thank you.’

4. Playing
instruments

‘Found’ instruments

5. Dancing and
moving

Savez-vous planter les choux ? / ¿Sabéis plantar las coles?

6. Exploring,
improvising,
composing

Using a well-known story

7. Listening to
music

Scramble

8. Painting,
writing, reading
music

Painting music

9. Using ICT

Linking A/V and music making

By naming their instrument (nouns) and describing different sounds it
can make (verbs, adjectives and adverbs), children can learn new
vocabulary.

This activity begins with actions, and after these are mastered, the
children use them to accompany each phrase of the song.

At specific points in the story, children are asked to create sounds,
rhythms, melodies, sung words, and movements. This requires children
to pay close attention and to anticipate when to make their contribution.

While listening to a piece of music (e.g., Tchaikovsky’s Capriccio
Italien or Dukas’ The Sorcerer’s Apprentice), word cards, descriptions,
colours, and so forth can be used to reflect upon and describe the piece
in English.

While listening to an English song, children draw or paint a picture of
the words they recognise, or perhaps draw/notate the rhythms.

A photograph or film clip can be used as a stimulus for music making.
10. Conducting and
teaching music
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Conducting music
This structured activity gives children the experience of exploring the
rich textures of vocal sounds to create a piece of music.
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Activity 1 – Tak Tak
Educational Objectives in Language Learning

*

Material: Tak Tak worksheet, with optional blank sheet for children to create their own
raps (individually or in small groups)

Singing

Short description: This rhythm game can be played with different English rhymes,
syllables, new words, or song verses, and can be directly linked with literacy.

Body
percussion

Curriculum for Excellence: EXA 1-18a, EXA 1-17a, LIT 0-20a
Standard procedure:
1. The teacher sets a pulse by having everyone clap their hands (taking care not to
speed up or slow down), and the group reads lines 1-12 in chorus.
2. The teacher splits the class into two groups, for example one group reads the even
numbered lines and the other group reads the odd numbered lines.
3. Next, each child selects a pattern and practises the rhythm and pronunciation.
4. The class repeats one rhythm that was chosen in advance as a chorus, and in
between one child after another says his/her pattern.

Playing
instruments
Dancing and
moving
Exploring,
improvising,
composing

*

Listening to
music
Painting,
writing,
reading
music
Using ICT

Conducting
and teaching
music

Language Learning Strategies

**

Intercultural Awareness

*

Language Awareness, Knowledge
about Language

Writing
(creative)

**

Vocabulary

Reading and
Understanding

*

Writing
(reproductive)

Perception and
Differentiation

Listening and
Understanding

Pronunciation,
articulation

**

Literacy

Oracy

*
*
*

Spoken
production

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

Musical activities

Rhythmic
vocalisation

*

*
*

Optional procedures:
• One child after another says his/her pattern and then the class repeats it (call-andresponse).
• Children choose a pattern and learn it by heart, then go around the room and find
other children who are repeating the same pattern.
• One child chooses a rhythm and performs it for the others, who have to identify which
rhythm it was by saying the line number.
• Children can repeat particular sounds (TAK vs. DUN) or particular lines to express
different emotions and the other children can guess what emotion was expressed.
Ideas for further Language Learning:
• Collect English phrases and sentences that have the appropriate number of syllables,
write them on the board and mark the stressed syllables in each line or phrase.
• Brainstorm rhyming words in English and add them to the blank slots on the Tak Tak
worksheet. Explore and discuss where to insert the words, taking care to match the
natural stress patterns of English.
Ideas for further Musical Learning:
• Learners can develop their own compositions using new musical or other vocabulary
(individually or in small groups), notating them using the template. Then they can
practise their rap compositions in groups for performance in front of the class.
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Tak Tak (Reading Activity Worksheet)
Source: Reiter G. (1998). Body Percussion 1. Innsbruck: Helbling.

1.

TAK

2.

TAK
TAK

3.

TAK

4.

DUN
DUN

5.

DUN

6.

TAK

7.

DUN

8.

TIK

TAK
TAK
TAK

DUN
DUN

TAK

DUN

TAK
TAK

DUN
DUN

TAK
TAK

TAK DUN

DUN

TAK

TAK

DUN

TAK

DUN

TAK

TAK

TAK

DUN

TIK
TAK

TAK

TAK

TAK

TAK

TAK

TAK

DUN

TAK

TIK

TIK

TAK

DUN

TIK

DUN

TIK

DUN

TAKA

DUN

TIK

DURU

.

9.

TAKA

DUN

10.

TIKI

DURU

11.

DUN

DUN

TIK

DUN

12.

DUN

TAK

DUN

TAK
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TIKI

TAKA

TAK

DUN
TAK
DUN

TAK
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Tak Tak (Rap Worksheet)
1.

TIK
THE

4.

TIK

TAK

TIK

TAK

TIK

DUN

CAT

THE

DOG

CAT

THE

CAT

THE

DUN

TAKA

DUN

TIK

DURU

TAK

EL-E-

PHANT

EL-E-

PHANT

THE

BUTTER-

FLY

TIK

TAK

TIK

DUN

TIK

DURU

TIK

DUN

I

LIKE

TO

EAT

A

CARROT

FOR

LUNCH

DUN

DUN

TIK

DUN

______

______

WE

ALL

2. TAKA

3.

TAK

TAK

_______ ______

______

5.
LIKE

TO LEARN

IN OUR

CLASS-

ROOM

6.
______

______ _______ _______ ______

______

______

______

______

______ _______ _______ ______

______

______

______

______

______ _______ _______ ______

______

______

______

7.

8.
.
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Tak Tak (Blank Worksheet)
1.
2.

TAK

TAK

DUN

DUN

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
.

9.
10.
11.
12.

12

TAK

DUN

TAK

TAK DUN
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Notes, Ideas, Questions, Comments
General Comments
Adaptations
Learner Reactions
Creativity
Musical Learning
Language Learning
Documentation and Reflection
Teamwork
Mixed Groups
Motivation and Emotion
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Activity 2 – Ana Bella
Educational Objectives in Language Learning
Vocabulary

Language Awareness, Knowledge
about Language

Intercultural Awareness

Language Learning Strategies

Reading and
Understanding

**

*

*

*

*

Writing
(reproductive)

Perception and
Differentiation

**

Writing
(creative)

Listening and
Understanding

*

Material: Computer with internet access and speakers; SmartBoard, overhead projector
or handout.

*
*
*

Short description: This Romanian song helps children to learn a few simple words and
expand their language awareness.

Body
percussion

Curriculum for Excellence: EXA 1-16a, EXA 1-19a, LIT 1-04a, LIT 1-07a, MLAN 2-01a,
MLAN 2-05a

Playing
instruments
Dancing and
moving

Standard procedure:
1. The teacher introduces the Romanian song and briefly describes the content.
2. Children listen to the song (www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qo36AV3min0) while
following along with the words in the new language on the screen or their handout.
3. After listening to the song a few times, children can join in singing the chorus with the
teacher as the recording plays.

Exploring,
improvising,
composing

Optional procedures:
• Children can learn to sing the verses.
• Children can perform as soloists during the verses or chorus.

Listening to
music
Painting,
writing,
reading
music
Using ICT

Conducting
and teaching
music

14

Pronunciation,
articulation

Singing

Literacy

Oracy

Musical activities

Rhythmic
vocalisation

Spoken
production

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

*

*
*

Ideas for further Language Learning:
• Children can identify words in Romanian that look or sound similar to words or
phrases they know in English or in another language (e.g., baclava, sos).
• The teacher can draw the children’s attention to the structure of the Romanian
language by noticing that the word for ‘doll’ is followed by the word for ‘my’ (showing
gender and number agreement with the noun) and discuss whether this word order
and agreement is the same as in English or other languages the children know.
• Noticing the different foods mentioned in the song could lead to discussion of
intercultural similarities and differences.
Ideas for further Musical Learning:
• Children can develop musical literacy by watching how the musical notes rise and fall
on the stave as the singer’s pitch rises and falls.
• Children can develop their knowledge of musical terminology by naming the musical
notes and rests.
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ANA BELLA
Muzica: DUMITRU LUPU
Versuri: FLORIN PRETORIAN
q= 170

4
4
1.O FA2.AS-

PEN- TRU
IN- VI-

MI- CUPUCA ÎM-

PULA MA-

AZI E GOS- PO- DICÂ- TE-O
JI- TU-

GUSVA PRI- MI A-

PUCE-

A
A-

LA
PLI-

TIT
RE

A
SAU

CALA CA-

O

CÂ-

SUTE PA- TRU

CE- VA
PRI- E-

CUT
TE UN

RE-N-CERE CÂN-

PE

JOS
LUNI.

CU
TENI

BACO-

SOS.
BUNI.

CLAVRI-

A
CÂNCÂN- TE-

VA.
GEL

TA.
CEL.

REFREN

A-

A-

NA

NA

BE-

BE-

LLA

LLA

CI-

CI-

KI CI-

KI CI-

KI CHA

A-

KI CHA

NA-

BE- LLA

PU-

E

PU-

MEA

MEA.

Ana Bella (English meaning)
1. A little girl / sits at a table. / She is cooking something with sauce / for her doll. / Today she is a
housewife. / She even made a baklava. / The doll tastes it / And she begins to sing.
Chorus:
Ana Bella ciki ciki cha / Ana Bella is my doll / Ana Bella ciki ciki cha / My doll (repeat)
2. Today her doll is turning four months. / A lot of good friends are invited to her party. / Those who
sing a little song / will receive a cookie / Or one pretzel.
(back to chorus)
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Adaptations
Learner Reactions
Creativity
Musical Learning
Language Learning
Documentation and Reflection
Teamwork
Mixed Groups
Motivation and Emotion
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Activity 3 – Body Percussion
Educational Objectives in Language Learning

*

Language Learning Strategies

Language Awareness, Knowledge
about Language

**

Intercultural Awareness

Vocabulary

*

Writing
(reproductive)

Writing
(creative)

*

Reading and
Understanding

Perception and
Differentiation

Conducting
and teaching
music

Listening and
Understanding

*
*

Material: A whiteboard or paper for noting down rhythms, words or phrases (optional).

Curriculum for Excellence: EXA 1-17a, EXA 1-18a, LIT 1-09a, ENG 1-03a
Standard procedure:
1. Children are arranged in a circle or horseshoe in front of the teacher.
2. The teacher defines a sequence of body movements, building up from one movement
to the next (e.g., clap hands, snap fingers, pat left leg, pat right leg).
3. The children learn the movements by observing and imitating the teacher.
4. After the rhythm has been established using the sequence of movements, the teacher
can add phrases with the appropriate number of syllables to accompany the
movement sequence.
E.g., | x x
x-x
x | x x
x
x |
‘Hello, how are you?’ ‘I’m fine, thank you.’
Optional procedures:
• Children can create their own short body percussion sequences with words or phrases
(either individually or in groups) and perform it and/or teach it to the rest of the class.

Listening to
music
Painting,
writing,
reading
music
Using ICT

Pronunciation,
articulation

Exploring,
improvising,
composing

*

Literacy

Oracy

*
*
*

Playing
instruments
Dancing and
moving

*

Short description: This flexible body percussion activity can be linked with English
learning by introducing new words and rhyming phrases.

Singing

Body
percussion

Spoken
production

*

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

Musical activities

Rhythmic
vocalisation

**

*

*

Ideas for further Language Learning:
• The teacher and children can brainstorm a list of rhyming words and phrases so that
the children can create short sequences of their own.
• They can discuss how to highlight the stressed syllables in the sequence (e.g., with
louder or larger movements).
Ideas for further Musical Learning:
• Children can develop musical conversations with each other, using their own
movement sequences and/or phrases, and then act them out in front of the class with
and without saying the words.
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Activity 4 – ‘Found’ instruments
Educational Objectives in Language Learning

Perception and
Differentiation

Reading and
Understanding

Writing
(creative)

Writing
(reproductive)

***

**

*

**

*

Language Learning Strategies

Listening and
Understanding

*

Intercultural Awareness

Pronunciation,
articulation

*

Language Awareness, Knowledge
about Language

Vocabulary

Literacy

Oracy
Spoken
production

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

Musical activities

Rhythmic
vocalisation

**

Material: Paper or a worksheet for each child to describe his or her musical instrument.
This activity enables children to find an ‘instrument’ and explore the sounds it can make,
discuss words and phrases relating to its sound, and time to play their instruments.

Singing

Short description: By naming their instrument (nouns) and describing different sounds it
can make (verbs, adjectives and adverbs), children can learn new vocabulary.
Body
percussion
Playing
instruments
Dancing and
moving
Exploring,
improvising,
composing

Curriculum for Excellence: EXA 1-17a, EXA 1-19a, LIT 2-01a, LIT 2-02a

*
*
*
*

*
*

Listening to
music
Painting,
writing,
reading
music
Using ICT

Conducting
and teaching
music

*

Standard procedure:
1. Ask children to walk around the room and look for or create an instrument – anything
that can make at least 3 distinct sounds. Younger children might be prompted to find
sounds by scraping, shaking, tapping, blowing, etc.
2. Children should gather in a circle or horseshoe arrangement with their instruments.
3. Ask the children to concentrate on their favourite sound and ask what they associate
with that sound – this can be in the native language (e.g., rain, horses, waves, wind,
the sun shining on my face…)? Time can be taken at this point to share words in the
target language and write these down for everyone to see.
4. Using the list of words in the target language, the teacher or a volunteer can say the
words in a particular sequence while the rest of the group performs each sound. The
teacher should use their knowledge of the children’s abilities to decide what is
appropriate for them, but this is an opportunity to engage their natural curiosity.
Optional procedures:
• The teacher can create a story using as many of the list of words in the target
language as possible; the story need not make sense, it can be humorous.
Ideas for further Language Learning:
• This activity can be extended by asking children to write down their instrument’s
sounds in the target language with the help of a list of words or a dictionary (e.g., what
is the instrument’s name? List some adjectives that describe its noises, or write a
sentence or two according to a model).

*

Ideas for further Musical Learning:
• Either as a whole class or in small groups, the children’s instruments can be used with
the rhythms from the Tak Tak activity to create a new composition, perhaps with small
groups or soloists for particular lines. Discuss which instrumental sounds should go
with which words/syllables on the Tak Tak worksheet (e.g., we might expect DUN to
be a deep, low percussion instrument whereas TIK might be a higher pitched or
brighter sound). The children’s version can be audio recorded, where possible.
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‘Found’ instruments worksheet
(created by Caroline Davenport, Aberdeen, Scotland)
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How I play……

En Français…

-------------------

----------------

How I play……

En Français…

-------------------

----------------

Made me think of….
------------------------

Made me think of….
------------------------

En Français…
---------------------

En Français…
---------------------
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Activity 5 – Savez-vous planter les choux ? / ¿Sabéis plantar las coles?
Educational Objectives in Language Learning
Language Awareness, Knowledge
about Language

Intercultural Awareness

Language Learning Strategies

*

Vocabulary

***

*

**

*

*

Writing
(reproductive)

**

Writing
(creative)
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**

Reading and
Understanding

Conducting
and teaching
music

Perception and
Differentiation

Painting,
writing,
reading
music
Using ICT

Listening and
Understanding

*
*
*

Exploring,
improvising,
composing
Listening to
music

*

Savez-vous planter les choux ? / ¿Sabéis plantar las coles?
Material: Handout and/or music recording or YouTube video, if desired.
Short description: This activity begins with actions, and after these are mastered, the
children use them to accompany each phrase of the song.
Curriculum for Excellence: EXA 1-18a EXA 2-16a, MLAN 2-01a, MLAN 2-02a, MLAN 207a

Playing
instruments
Dancing and
moving

Pronunciation,
articulation

Body
percussion

Literacy

Oracy

*
*

Spoken
production

Singing

*

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

Musical activities

Rhythmic
vocalisation

*
*

Standard procedure:
1. The teacher begins by slowly singing (or saying) the words while demonstrating the
gestures for each line of the song:
• Gesture 1: Arms outspread as if asking a question (chorus: lines 1 and 3)
• Gesture 2: With hands on hips, sway side to side (chorus and verses: line 2)
• Gesture 3: Start with hands on hips, end with arms above the head (chorus and
verses: line 4)
• Gesture 4: Use one finger, etc. to plant a seed in the ground (verse: lines 1 and 3)
2. Sing or play a recording of the first verse and encourage the children to follow along by
mimicking the teacher’s movements.
3. Encourage children to sing the chorus (and later the verses) after they have gained
mastery of the movements.
Optional procedures:
• Ask soloists or small groups of children to contribute the names of different body parts
they have learned in the target language.
Ideas for further Language Learning:
• Ask children to compare the words of the French version of the song to the Spanish
one and to guess the meaning of the Spanish words. This can increase children’s
language awareness and language learning strategies.
Ideas for further Musical Learning:
• Try performing the gestures of the chorus without singing the words, or dividing the
class into two groups, with one half of the class performing the movements while the
other group sings the song. This can increase children’s awareness of rhythm and
timing, while also improving attention and concentration.
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Savez-vous planter les choux ?

¿Sabéis plantar las coles?

Chanson enfantine française

Canción infantil española

Refrain

Estribillo

Savez-vous planter les choux
À la mode, à la mode,
Savez-vous planter les choux
À la mode de chez nous ?

¿Sabéis plantar las coles
Al estilo, al estilo?
¿Sabéis plantar las coles
Al estilo nuestro?

Couplets

Estrofas

On les plante avec le doigt, (finger)
À la mode, à la mode,
On les plante avec le doigt,
À la mode de chez nous.

Se plantan con el dedo, (finger)
Al estilo, al estilo,
Se plantan con el dedo,
Al estilo nuestro.

(retour au refrain)

(volver al estribillo)

On les plante avec le pied (foot)

Se plantan con las manos (hands)

On les plante avec le genou (knee)

Se plantan con el pie (foot)

On les plante avec le coude (elbow)

Se plantan con el codo (elbow)

On les plante avec le nez (nose)

Se plantan con la nariz (nose)

On les plante avec la tête (head)

Se plantan con la cabeza (head)
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Activity 6 – Using a well-known story
Educational Objectives in Language Learning

Writing
(reproductive)

*

*

Language Learning Strategies

Writing
(creative)

**

Intercultural Awareness

Reading and
Understanding

*

Language Awareness, Knowledge
about Language

Vocabulary

Perception and
Differentiation

*

Playing
instruments

*

Dancing and
moving

*

Exploring,
improvising,
composing

*
*
*

Listening to
music

Conducting
and teaching
music

***

**

*

Material: A picture book (nursery rhyme, etc.) with words in English (and in a new
language as well, where possible). The story should be well known to all children.
Short description: At specific points in the story, children are asked to create sounds,
rhythms, melodies, sung words, and movements. This requires children to pay close
attention and to anticipate when to make their contribution.

Body
percussion

Painting,
writing,
reading
music
Using ICT

Listening and
Understanding

Singing

Pronunciation,
articulation

*

Literacy

Oracy

Musical activities

Rhythmic
vocalisation

Spoken
production

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

*

*

Curriculum for Excellence: EXA 1-17a, EXA 1-18a, LIT 2-01a
Standard procedure:
1. Ask the children to list the characters in the chosen story while the teacher writes the
characters’ names on the board.
2. For each character in the story, the children should decide on a particular sound or
gesture that will represent that character.
3. The teacher slowly reads the story aloud in the target language, using pictures,
gestures, and facial expressions to support listening comprehension. The teacher
should briefly pause to allow the children to produce their sound or gesture when each
character’s name is mentioned.
Optional procedures:
• Rather than using the characters’ names, the teacher can list events in the story that
the children can illustrate through sounds and gestures.
Ideas for further Language Learning:
• Draw children’s attention to the fact that they can follow the action of the story in
context, without knowing the meaning of every word (language learning strategies).
• Children can write a few sentences or a brief summary of the story in their native
language, writing the characters’ names in the target language.
Ideas for further Musical Learning:
• Having created their own summary of the story, small groups or individuals can
practise and then perform their version using the pre-determined sounds/gestures.
• Older or more musically experienced children can develop their stories with rhythms
and/or melodies and sung phrases to represent different characters or events.
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Activity 7 – Scramble
Educational Objectives in Language Learning

Writing
(creative)

Writing
(reproductive)

*

**

**

*

Language Learning Strategies

Reading and
Understanding

**

Intercultural Awareness

Perception and
Differentiation

*

Language Awareness, Knowledge
about Language

Listening and
Understanding

Pronunciation,
articulation

**

Vocabulary

Literacy

Oracy

Musical activities

Rhythmic
vocalisation

Spoken
production

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

**

*

Material: CD or MP3 player and audio speakers. This activity requires time to organise
children into groups, listen to a short piece of music (not longer than 5 minutes), then
discussion of the results.

Singing

Short description: While listening to a piece of music (e.g., Tchaikovsky’s Capriccio
Italien or Dukas’ The Sorcerer’s Apprentice), word cards, descriptions, colours, and so
forth can be used to reflect upon and describe the piece in English.

Body
percussion

Curriculum for Excellence: EXA 1-19a, LIT 2-15a
Playing
instruments
Dancing and
moving
Exploring,
improvising,
composing
Listening to
music
Painting,
writing,
reading
music
Using ICT

Conducting
and teaching
music

*
*
*
*

Standard procedure:
1. In advance, select a piece of music and choose appropriate words that describe and
do not describe the music (e.g., if there is a violin playing you might choose 2 words:
violin and guitar).
2. Divide children into groups of 5-6 and share out packs of word cards amongst the
groups. Some cards may be blank so that children can draw or write their own
descriptive words if they wish.
3. Listen to the recording. While listening, children divide their cards into 2 sets – those
words that describe the music, and those that do not. They might also have a few
words that are ambiguous or unknown (in this case, encourage guessing). Tell them
they have until the music finishes to complete the task.
4. Ask groups to share with each other which words they chose and which they rejected.
Optional procedures:
• After playing the piece, the teacher can tell the history of that piece of music, using the
key words that the children should have selected.
Ideas for further Language Learning:
• This activity can be extended by asking children to write a brief description of the
piece of music using the key words they chose, according to a model.
• Highlighting the importance of cognate words for learning new vocabulary can develop
the children’s language awareness and language learning strategies.
Ideas for further Musical Learning:
• In small groups, children can discuss and describe the sound of their favourite part or
favourite musical instrument in that piece, reinforcing new nouns and adjectives to
describe music.
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Word scramble – Musical vocabulary pictures and words
(created by Caroline Davenport, Aberdeen, Scotland)
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Word scramble – Musical vocabulary pictures and words
(created by Caroline Davenport, Aberdeen, Scotland)
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Primary P1-P4: Exploring English and other languages

Word scramble – Musical vocabulary pictures and words
(created by Caroline Davenport, Aberdeen, Scotland)
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Word scramble – Musical vocabulary pictures and words
(created by Caroline Davenport, Aberdeen, Scotland)
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Activity 8 – Painting music
Educational Objectives in Language Learning
Language Learning Strategies

*

Intercultural Awareness

*

Language Awareness, Knowledge
about Language

Writing
(reproductive)

Perception and
Differentiation

*

Writing
(creative)

Listening and
Understanding

***

Reading and
Understanding

Pronunciation,
articulation

*

Vocabulary

Literacy

Oracy

Musical activities

Rhythmic
vocalisation

Spoken
production

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

*

**

Material: CD/MP3 player and speakers; paper and materials for children to paint or draw.
Short description: While listening to an English song, children draw or paint a picture of
the words they recognise, or perhaps draw/notate the rhythms.

Singing

Curriculum for Excellence: EXA 1-19a, LIT 2-15a

Body
percussion

Exploring,
improvising,
composing

*

Standard procedure:
1. In advance, select a song that has perhaps vocabulary or other material that was
recently or is currently being covered in class. Briefly review the vocabulary words.
2. Distribute worksheets and materials for children to paint or draw. Tell children about
the song that they will hear and ask them to copy down the song title, composer and
performer(s).
3. Ask children to paint or draw pictures of the words they recognise in the song as they
listen quietly. Play the song two or three times so that children have time to hear the
words and to finish their paintings.
4. Ask volunteers to share their paintings or drawings with the rest of the class and
describe their picture.

Listening to
music

*
*

Optional procedures:
• After playing the song, the teacher can show the song lyrics on the board to reinforce
known vocabulary and teach new words and phrases.

Painting,
writing,
reading
music
Using ICT

*
*
*

Ideas for further Language Learning:
• Depending on ability, children can provide a caption or a title for their illustration at the
bottom of the page. The proposed title or caption can be checked by the teacher
before it is added to the bottom of the page before hanging it up.

Playing
instruments
Dancing and
moving

Conducting
and teaching
music

Ideas for further Musical Learning:
• If they are interested, children can learn to say, chant, and then sing the words of the
chorus and/or verses along with the recording – but this will depend on the motivation
of the children and the appeal of the song.
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Activity 8 – Painting music (Worksheet)
Song title:

____________________________________________________

Composer:

____________________________________________________

Performer(s): ____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
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Primary P1-P4: Exploring English and other languages

Activity 9 – Linking A/V and music making
Educational Objectives in Language Learning

*

**

*

Language Learning Strategies

*

Intercultural Awareness

Writing
(reproductive)

*

Language Awareness, Knowledge
about Language

Writing
(creative)

*

Vocabulary

Reading and
Understanding

*

Exploring,
improvising,
composing

*
*

Listening to
music

*

Conducting
and teaching
music

*

Material: A painting, photograph, video or drama excerpt, or other presentation (e.g., a
YouTube video of a slideshow that tells a story or a series of famous works of art) that the
children can watch – whether or not it already has sound. This activity requires time to
organise children into small groups of 5-6, time to watch or view the visual stimulus and to
discuss what might be happening in the clip, time for children create sounds in response
to the visual stimulus, and a final discussion.
Short description: A photograph or film clip can be used as a stimulus for music making.
Curriculum for Excellence: EXA 1-19a, LIT 1-20a, LIT 2-15a, LIT 2-21a

Dancing and
moving

Painting,
writing,
reading
music
Using ICT

Perception and
Differentiation

Playing
instruments

*

Listening and
Understanding

Body
percussion

Pronunciation,
articulation

*

*

Literacy

Oracy

Singing

Spoken
production

*

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

Musical activities

Rhythmic
vocalisation

**

*
*
*
*

Standard procedure:
1. In advance, choose a short presentation, video clip, or picture – ambiguous, dramatic
scenes and stories can be good. If a video or drama clip is chosen, do not play the
sound (or at least not until the very end of the activity, so the children can compare
their creations to it). It is a good idea to cut down a video or drama presentation to
about 30 seconds (or certainly not more than 1 minute).
2. Divide children into groups of 5-6 and then view the picture, video, or presentation.
3. Discuss what might be happening in the picture or video clip: who are the characters,
what are they doing, where are they, when is it taking place, why are they there?
4. Give the groups time to create some sounds to accompany the story they imagine in
the picture or their interpretation of the video. If you are using a video clip, show it a
few times as they prepare their soundscapes.
5. As a large group, children can discuss the different sounds they used to illustrate the
visual action in their group’s interpretation of the scene or story.
Optional procedures:
• Children in different groups can demonstrate favourite sounds for the rest of the class.
Ideas for further Language Learning:
• In their small groups, children can write a brief description of their soundscape, using
a model (e.g., ‘At the beginning, _(subject)_ _(verb)_ and this makes a _(adjective)_
sound…then _(subject)_ says…’ and so on). This will reinforce children’s knowledge
of words that describe different sounds, as well as how stories are structured.
Ideas for further Musical Learning:
• In their small groups over the next few days, children can rehearse and then present
their soundscape that was inspired by the visual stimulus to the rest of the class; if an
audio recording can be made, this can be played alongside the video or picture.
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Activity 10 – Conducting music
Educational Objectives in Language Learning
Language Learning Strategies

Intercultural Awareness

Writing
(reproductive)

Perception and
Differentiation

*

Writing
(creative)

Listening and
Understanding

**

Reading and
Understanding

Pronunciation,
articulation

**

Language Awareness, Knowledge
about Language

Vocabulary

Literacy

Oracy
Spoken
production

*

*

Material: A screen, whiteboard or large piece of paper and writing tool; giving the children
a blank Tak Tak worksheet can be useful, but is not required. A computer with a
microphone is optional, to make a recording.

Singing

Short description: This structured activity gives children the experience of exploring the
rich textures of vocal sounds to create a piece of music.
Body
percussion

Curriculum for Excellence: EXA 1-19a, LIT 1-14a

Playing
instruments
Dancing and
moving
Exploring,
improvising,
composing

*
*

Listening to
music

*

Painting,
writing,
reading
music
Using ICT

Conducting
and teaching
music
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Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

Musical activities

Rhythmic
vocalisation

**

*
*
*
*
*
*

Standard procedure:
1. Arrange the children in a horseshoe arrangement or a semi-circle.
2. As a group, create a list of 4-5 vocal sounds (perhaps different one- or two-syllable
words, or vowel sounds in the new language) and write them on a whiteboard or a
large sheet of paper. It may help to assign a number to each sound/word.
3. Make decisions about how the children will perform each sound (e.g., softly, loudly,
high or low pitch, etc.). Practise each sound by having the teacher point to it, followed
by the children’s response. Vary the order and speed at which the sounds are made.
4. Ask for volunteers to act as the guest conductor, to choose the order of the next
performance and point at each sound in sequence (up to 8 sounds is recommended).
5. The children can copy down their own sequence onto a blank Tak Tak worksheet for
the group to perform.
Optional procedures:
• Rather than copying down the sequences, an audio recording can be made. Writing
down the sequences can raise the children’s self-esteem by valuing their creativity in
exploring sounds to create songs and compositions.
Ideas for further Language Learning:
• This activity provides opportunities for practising individual sounds/phonemes and
syllables and for assessing language in a playful way because the recordings can be
used to evaluate spoken (or sung) pronunciation or the musical composition.
Ideas for further Musical Learning:
• In small groups, children can further explore their sounds and take turns acting as the
conductor as they develop critical listening skills.
• Creating an audio recording offers a new way of playing with and combining vocal
sounds and language to create an unusual musical composition. If the school has a
computer suite, the children could work in pairs to further edit, alter, and compose
using free sound editing software, such as Audacity (www.audacity.sourceforge.net).
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Activity sheet
Educational Objectives in Language Learning

Listening to
music
Painting,
writing,
reading
music
Using ICT

Conducting
and teaching
music
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Optional procedures:

Ideas for further Language Learning:

Ideas for further Musical Learning:

Language Learning Strategies

Exploring,
improvising,
composing

Intercultural Awareness

Dancing and
moving

Language Awareness, Knowledge
about Language

Standard procedure:

Writing
(reproductive)

Playing
instruments

Curriculum for Excellence:

Writing
(creative)

Short description:

Reading and
Understanding

Perception and
Differentiation

Listening and
Understanding

Pronunciation,
articulation

Material:

Singing

Body
percussion

Vocabulary

Literacy

Oracy
Spoken
production

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

Musical activities

Rhythmic
vocalisation

